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EZA evaluation meeting on its project designed to enhance Social Dialogue in the 
Western Balkans 

Brussels (Belgium), 06-07.11.2013 

Under the auspices and with the financial help from EZA, several seminars have taken place in countries of 
the Western Balkans in the past year as part of the EZA project to promote social dialogue in countries of the 
Western Balkans. On 6 and 7 November 2013, an evaluation meeting was set up in Brussels to assess the 
success of the project on the basis of two questions: what is the present situation with regard to Social 
Dialogue in the Western Balkans and what are the prospects for the future? 

 
Bartho Pronk, President of EZA; Doris Pack, Member of the European Parliament. 

The importance of social dialogue in the Region of the Western Balkans was highlighted during the opening 
session by prominent guest speakers such as Bartho Pronk, President of EZA, Jean-Paul Tricart, Head of 
Unit European Social Dialogue of the European Commission and Doris Pack, Member of the European 
Parliament. 
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In the course of the two following days, the floor was given to representatives from the workers organisations 
which had hosted the seminars. Moreover, working groups were set up with the aim of finding out how Social 
Dialogue in the Region can be further promoted through education and networking. 

On the part of Eurofedop, Secretary General Bert Van Caelenberg as well as the Executive Committee 
Members Njegoš Potežica from the SDSS of Serbia and Slobodan Antovski of the UNASM of Macedonia 
took the floor to give a presentation of the seminars which they had organised in cooperation with EZA in 
their country of the Western Balkans. 

At the closing session, conclusions of the evaluation meeting were presented by Bartho Pronk, President of 
EZA and Roswitha Gottbehüt, Secretary General of EZA. 

 
Njegoš Potežica, SDSS (Serbia); Zoran Mihajlovic, CATUS (Serbia); Mara Erdelj, SS BOFOS (Serbia); 
Slobodan Antovski, UNASM (Macedonia); Bert Van Caelenberg, Eurofedop; Bjørn van Heusden, WOW 

President Pronk referred to the great number of activities which had taken place and the success of the 
past year. New organisations have joined EZA. The EU’s enlargement has not yet been completed, so, we 
will have to continue our activities. The new projects were good and this has encouraged the EZA Board to 
proceed on the road taken so far. Maybe there is a need for choosing another title instead of “Western 
Balkans” and he asks for making suggestions in this respect. 

Secretary General Gottbehüt referred to the negotiations which the accession countries are involved in with 
the aim of implementing the “acquis communautaire”. Our organisations should get technical support for this 
purpose. They should acquire expertise with regard to the chapters which are important for them. 

In the past, they operated under communist rule, where social dialogue was non-existent. This in 
contradiction with the Netherlands, for example, where social dialogue has existed for 300 years. 

The crisis has hit those young democracies twice as hard and this puts pressure on the quality of their 
functioning. 

The Commission has clearly stated that the social Europe is part of Europe’s DNA. 

The speakers have insisted on pluralism, which means that all trade unions should get a seat around the 
negotiation table. 

If we want to use money properly, we have to act openly against corruption and illicit work. 
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A well functioning State, based on the rule of law, is supported by the citizens, trade unions and business. 

The quality of workers has to increase, good workers attract companies. 

Maybe, with remarks on social dialogue, the three (3) levels concerned should analyse before to decide. 

We can achieve the attractiveness of trade unions by relying on conviction, identity and image building. 

Trade unions from these countries should be able to get support from valuable short-term and medium-term 
information (statistics). 

Finally, man is a spiritual being. We as Christian-Social organisations should incorporate this factor in our 
identity. 

This session was an evaluation. From now on, new projects and new programmes will have to be started up. 


